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IPC and CCS post better-than-expected margins; guidance in line with expectations
Infineon reported FQ2 results 9.1% above street’s expectations

Market Data

The company reported FQ2 revenues of EUR1.983bn, +0.7% seq. (+8.0% yoy), in line
with group’s guidance for a revenue flat (+/- 350bp) at EIUR1,9710m, and consensus
expectations at EUR1.967bn. Gross margin stood at 38.5%, 20bps above the street’s
forecasts of GM at 38.3% (BG ests. 38.5%). Segments results came in at EUR332m or
16.7% margin, higher than guidance at 16M and 9.1% above the consensus estimates
(cons. EUR304m/BG ests. EUR315m) mainly explained by higher-than-expected
profitability at PMM and CCS. Adjusted EPS was registered at EUR0.24, i.e. 9.1%
above the consensus (cons. EUR0.22/BG ests. EUR0.23). Inventory levels were up 7%
to EUR1.706bn vs. EUR1.591bn at the end of FQ1 2019.
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Sales

Revenue from the automotive division ATV was up 3.4% seq. (+7.9% y/y) to
EUR875m, in line with consensus, and segment results came in at EUR112m or 12.8%
margin compared to 13.8% a quarter ago (cons at 13.2%). The y/y growth continues
to be driven by higher demand for electric drivetrain products and ADAS. IPC’s
revenue decreased by 1.4% seq. (+9.5% seq.) to EUR347m, in line with expectations,
while the segment results margin was better than expected at 19.3% versus
consensus at 18.6%. There was a slightly lower demand for industrial drives,
photovoltaics and home appliances, while demand in traction and wind increased.
PMM sales decreased 4.2% seq. (+8.8% y/y) to EUR591m, and beat the consensus
especially on margins at 22.3% vs cons at 20.1%. Inventories of power supply
components for a broad range of end applications remain at a high level throughout.
Finally, Chip Card & Security (CCS) revenue up by 10.1% seq. to EUR164m (street’s
estimates at EUR154m) mainly due to growth in the payment card business and
noticeable sequential increase in revenue from eSIM for vehicle. CCS results came in
at EUR19m to be compared with consensus at EUR16m.
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Guidance in line with expectations

% change

Infineon expects FQ3 2019 sales to increase by 1% (+/-200bp) at about EUR2.0bn, in
line with the consensus forecast for revenue of EUR2.016bn (BG ests. EUR1.996bn).
Regarding the adjusted EBIT, it is expected to come out at a level of about 15.0%,
down about 170bps compared to Q2 2019 and in line with street's expectations.
Infineon confirms its full-year guidance of EUR8.0bn or growth of about 5.3%
considering EUR/USD exchange rate of 1.15. Based on our estimates, Infineon’s
shares are trading on forward earnings and EBITDA of 20.8x and 9.4x, respectively.
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Pressure on margins continue, CCS recovery on the way
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FQ2 results vs consensus
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Bryan Garnier stock rating system
For the purposes of this Report, the Bryan Garnier stock rating system is defined as follows:

Stock rating
BUY

NEUTRAL

SELL

Positive opinion for a stock where we expect a favourable performance in absolute terms over a period of 6 months from the
publication of a recommendation. This opinion is based not only on the FV (the potential upside based on valuation), but also
takes into account a number of elements that could include a SWOT analysis, momentum, technical aspects or the sector
backdrop. Every subsequent published update on the stock will feature an introduction outlining the key reasons behind the
opinion.
Opinion recommending not to trade in a stock short-term, neither as a BUYER or a SELLER, due to a specific set of factors.
This view is intended to be temporary. It may reflect different situations, but in particular those where a fair value shows no
significant potential or where an upcoming binary event constitutes a high-risk that is difficult to quantify. Every subsequent
published update on the stock will feature an introduction outlining the key reasons behind the opinion.
Negative opinion for a stock where we expect an unfavourable performance in absolute terms over a period of 6 months from
the publication of a recommendation. This opinion is based not only on the FV (the potential downside based on valuation),
but also takes into account a number of elements that could include a SWOT analysis, momentum, technical aspects or the
sector backdrop. Every subsequent published update on the stock will feature an introduction outlining the key reasons
behind the opinion.

Distribution of stock ratings
BUY ratings 49.4%

NEUTRAL ratings 43.8%

SELL ratings 6.8%
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Research agreement

In the past twelve months, a member of the Bryan Garnier Group has been lead manager or colead manager of one or more publicly disclosed offers of securities of the Issuer or in any
related derivatives.
A member of the Bryan Garnier Group is or has in the past twelve months been party to an
agreement with the Issuer relating to the provision of investment banking services, or has in
that period received payment or been promised payment in respect of such services.
A member of the Bryan Garnier Group is party to an agreement with the Issuer relating to the
production of this Report.
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The investment analyst or another person involved in the preparation of this Report has
received or purchased shares of the Issuer prior to a public offering of those shares.
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The remuneration of the investment analyst or other persons involved in the preparation of
this Report is tied to investment banking transactions performed by the Bryan Garnier Group.
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Analyst has short
position

In the past twelve months a member of the Bryan Garnier Group has been remunerated for
providing corporate finance services to the issuer or may expect to receive or intend to seek
remuneration for corporate finance services from the Issuer in the next six months.
The investment analyst or another person involved in the preparation of this Report has a short
position in the securities or derivatives of the Issuer.
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The investment analyst or another person involved in the preparation of this Report has a long
position in the securities or derivatives of the Issuer.
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Other disclosures

A partner, director, officer, employee or agent of the Bryan Garnier Group, or a member of
such person’s household, is a partner, director, officer or an employee of, or adviser to, the
Issuer or one of its parents or subsidiaries. The name of such person or persons is disclosed
above.
The analyst hereby certifies that neither the views expressed in the research, nor the timing of
the publication of the research has been influenced by any knowledge of clients positions and
that the views expressed in the report accurately reflect his/her personal views about the
investment and issuer to which the report relates and that no part of his/her remuneration
was, is or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views
expressed in the report.
Other specific disclosures: Report sent to Issuer to verify factual accuracy (with the
recommendation/rating, price target/spread and summary of conclusions removed).

A copy of the Bryan Garnier & Co Limited conflicts policy in relation to the production of research is available at www.bryangarnier.com
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